
YOUR NATAL MOON PHASE INFLUENCES "HOW YOU MEET YOUR MOMENT"

Moon Phases & Personality
Use the Modality of your birth sign's New Moon to ANCHOR the map of the 8 moon

phases. The space between each of the same-modality moon phases is filled with a turn-

of-the-dial gradual vibe of the moon phase that takes place between the "hard angles"

(0º, 90º, 180º, and 270º).

So, IN GENERAL, if you are a Pisces Sun, your birth sign's New Moon is of the Mutable

Modality. That means the First Quarter Moon will be Mutable (Gemini), the Full Moon will

be Mutable (Virgo), and the Third Quarter Moon will be Mutable (Sagittarius).

For the purpose of learning this method, use a sign-based orb of influence (meaning, let

the WHOLE SIGN of those same-modality moon phases be the New Moon, First Quarter
Moon, Full Moon, and Last Quarter Moon). Yes, you can choose to use a narrower orb,

but at first, let's just do this BY SIGN so it's not as complex.
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Moon Phase Natal Personality Traits Secondary Progression Impact

New Moon
a seed is planted: instinctual,

spontaneous, eager, creative, curious,
focused on the NOW

It's a new beginning. Feeling
optimistic. Ready!

Waxing Crescent
beneath the soil: active, expansive, a

late bloomer who is focused on
growth and manifestation

A building stage, becoming
rooted, getting committed.

First Quarter
Moon

growth breaking through: masters the
struggle, successful with challenges,

active, problem solver

Putting in the time/work.
Getting results from action.

Waxing Gibbous
a new environment: analytical, busy

energy, focused on perfection,
hesitant, wants to get it right

Making adjustments. Feeling
like everything is working.

Full Moon
peak visibility: magnetic, intense,
aware, extroverted, craves balance

with that opposing natal Sun

Culmination of growth.
Powerful, even sexual,

celebrating enoughness.

Disseminating
losing light: teacher energy, focused

on service, eager to share the harvest,
chill temperament

Time to let go of anything
that's no longer useful, and

share everything that is.

Last Quarter Moon
awakening to struggle: creative,
rebellious, authentic, decisive,

energized by crisis

Get reoriented to receive. Get
honest. Take time off to

forgive and reflect. Do less.

Balsamic

closing the cycle: recharging,
introspective, introverted,

surrendering, always processing, needs
stillness to tap into magic, calm

Can be a hard time. Retreat.
Go within. Only you can do
this. Dark night of the soul.
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